
1.4 (Caroline Dewick)  This response includes wonderful details.  The student is focused 
on how something happened, not just the fact that it did.  There are measurements, times, 
and contextual notes – all a great start.  What is truly unique about this response, 
however, is the excellent, detailed diagram of the area in which the student did her 
observations.  It has one especially fantastic feature – she shows her field of view during 
the session!  What an amazing amount of observed and contextual information she 
conveyed in this one clever, visual summary. 



Date: 28 August 2012
Course: Exercises in Behavioral Observation - SOC 598 - 01
Location: Lincoln Park Zoo, Regenstein Center for African Apes

Observed: New bachelors, Mosi and Umande
Noted by: Caroline DeWick

Notes: 
Mosi (as described by keepers and Chris): 
 - Playful
 - Fixated on Umande
 - Little more puffy looking
Umande (as described by keepers and Chris): 
 - Older
 - More of a leader
 - Smaller in stature

10:15 am
- 2 new bachelors just brought up to the habitat 
this morning
- They start playing around the enclosure, 
chasing each other, Umande leads, Mosi follows
- They hurry up the vines and then carefully 
creep across the beams - exploring bounds of 
enclosure?
- Food from breakfast still covers the floor
- They go up and down and across the beams 
again, getting used to new space and people 
coming in
- They perch atop the beams, Mosi looks nervous, 
he is not as confident as Umande but still follows 
him everywhere
- They pick up speed and wrestle a little as 
Umande heads up the ladder and stops on top of 
the little room
- Mosi uses this as a time to get water
- They play atop the stump tunnel, wrestle, show 
teeth (in a playful way), chase each other again
- Head up in vines, sprint to the other side of the 
habitat
- Up on the beams, the pair faces outward and 
down at the crowds. Do they feel safer up there 
looking down? More in control? How many people 
have they been exposed to before?
- Always on the move, start running around again
- Start playing, big slap on back
- Both head outside, run across rocks
- Umande leads, seems to be checking things out 

again, looking for a way out? Checks the netting 
every 5’ with a big tug. Mosi doesn’t seem to care
- Mosi gets impatient, chases Umande back 
inside, Umande sits atop one of the stumps and 
then they both head up the glass and perch on a 
beam
- Mosi uses the straw as a blanket, holds it like a 
pillow
- Umande goes to the top of the little room thing 
for a while
- Heads down
- Mosi gets more water and a snack, takes straw 
outside, seems to be looking for a comfortable 
spot
- Umande follows and then comes back inside
- Mosi sits in the shade outside and eats lettuce
- Umande is back inside, sits in front of the 
crowd, likes the attention? Showing off? 
- Mosi doesn’t share his lettuce, Umande heads 
to outdoor rocks and Mosi follows with straw
- Sit together for a bit, Umande on move again
- Mosi throws his straw on his back and is on the 
move, drops it and keeps going to Umande
- They do another stroll of the perimeter, seem 
to be locking it to memory
- They get close to the door and start running, 
show teeth, throw punches
- Sit in front of the glass, each get some straw 
and sit with backs to crowd - are they over the 
attention? Sick of the kids banging on the glass?
- They start to wrestle, jump at the glass, loud 
thud, wrestle, grab, show teeth
- They quiet down and head separate ways
- Mosi keeps playing in the fallen stump, beings 
straw, rolls on to back, plays with the kids, 
stands them off? Fun challenge?
- Folds arms over his head while on his back
- Does tight rope walk up the vines, doesn’t seem 
to be able to sit still for long
- Starts chasing Umande, keeps going round and 
round. They stop, switch direction, grab a snack, 
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My post

fake each other out and keep going
- Head outside, smack into the glass, chase 
continues
- Comes and sits by us for a moment, but chase 
isn’t over
- Head inside, Mosi slams into the bamboo on 
his run, heads outside after a quick breather to 
chase Umande, grabs lettuce on way back in
- 1 of them pees on the stump, very open act, is 
this normal?
- They keep chasing, head up the wall ladder, 
Mosi gets kicked off the ladder 
- More chasing, Mosi goes outside and keeps 
snacking
- Umande stays in, plays with straw
- Mosi keeps eating his veggies at the stump
- Chase each other more, up to the glass, watch 
people. Do they know they are putting on a show? 
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- Walls are muraled to look 
like forest
- Large stalks of “bamboo” 
go floor to ceiling through-
out enclosure
- Nets / hammocks above
- Faux vines in upper 
canopy
 - One central tree














